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Wedding ceremony should be such an affair which features boundless happiness and purity
exciting. For such an unforgettable events in your life, we abandon the fussy dogma, revert the
canon to its original pattern, letâ€™s start the thumping party from funny wedding invitations.

For the funny wedding invitations, the concept can be divided into two aspects. The first thing is the
design and the style of the wedding cards ,the second element may lie in the wording printed on the
card.

The Theme: For funny wedding invitations ,there are two popular themes used in this style ,namely
the cartoon theme and the hand drawn theme .Cartoon characters are always so cute to attract
peopleâ€™s eyes. Lovely and innocence cartoon stars could remind people of the precious memory of
their childhood. The painting which features exaggerated plot could make people canâ€™t help burst
into laugh. Compared with cartoon wedding invitations, the unique hand drawn wedding invitations
possess strong personality. Imaging that the designer scheme out a card with features humorous
portrait  of the new couple according to the photo they provided ,would that be very amazing and
wonderful ideas. This style of wedding invitations couldnâ€™t be more suitable to those who are in favor
of fashion and pursue creativity.

The  Wording:

The wording you printed on your wedding invitation would be a key element to your funny wedding
invitations . In general ,people would thought that the wording printed on the cards just play as the
intermedium which convey the detail information about wedding ceremony .But the truth is that the
words you print could reveal your attitude and your distinctive personality. Funny wedding invitation
wording could not only entertain your friends but also show your sincerity, making your esteemed
guests share your happiness and they could be very glad to attend  your ceremony. Some funny
wedding invitation wording attached.

Example:

More than just kisses so far we've shared/Our home has been made with love and care/Most things
we need we've already got/Like a toaster and kettle, pans and pots/A wishing well we thought would
be great/(but only if you wish to participate)/A gift of money is placed in the well/Then make a wish
... but do not tell/Once we've replaced the old with the new/We can look back and say it was thanks
to you!/Mr. and Mrs. Willison cordially invite you to their

daughter's wedding.

Maybe after reading my article ,you may got some idea in what to choose, Good Luck. You will find
what you like.
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